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Let's rebuild    

 

In his pale blue shirt a five year old draws in an album and that's enough for a door to open 

into the light, for a castle to be rebuilt and the ochre soil of a hillside suddenly to be covered 

in flowers. 

  



A page of history 

 

In that place every table, every armchair was Louis XV, all the carpets were d'Aubusson. The 

display cabinets went all the way up to ceilings painted by Lebrun - a representation of the 

Styx. Ceilings - you're not kidding!  

           "What's false here are the high windows opening on gardens à la française. Windows, 

you're liars. Gardens, you hide Acheron and the wells of the abyss. The proof is these 

hideous moans rising out of the wells of the abyss." 

           "Mr. Minister, you're a filthy pig," screamed the demon Azazel from under the 

features of the celebrated X. . . 

            "You're one yourself!" screamed the demon Amaymon from beneath the features of 

the celebrated Z. . . 

           "Mr. Ambassador, I'm sleeping with your mother", declared the demon Migalésus. 

           "My mother, pig, my mother! Drop it, Jules, he's a big guy." 

           "I don't give a damn," said the demon Mahazaël. "Give me a million or I'll bring your 

wardrobes crashing down with a few pistol shots." 

           "My files, my files, don't touch my files, bastard!" 

           "Don't touch them, Mahazaël - they're full of bottles and cigars." 

           "Come, gentlemen, don't fight," said the usher who was none other than the demon 

Oriens. "I think you should know you can hear all this from the hallway." 

           "He's right", said the demon Samaël. "Let's see; a little silence please. We must write 

the communiqué. Let's get it written, please. And a communiqué for Press and Radio." 

            Then hell fell silent and a loud tricolour voice rose from the wells of the abyss: 

           "Gentlemen, I propose the following text which you may amend appropriately: 

             United in a spirit of peace and concord, bearing in mind only the honour of the 

Fatherland and the future of France and its Empire, etc." 

          Blasé, the usher opened the double doors to reveal hell itself and animal heads on 

human bodies. Above it there was a walkway and the delegates bowed, offering each other 

the right of way. One hour later each of them was dining with a duchess, a marquise or a 

mere financier. While demons of a species different from theirs were playing the works of 



Bach, Beethoven and Mozart, they were discussing the history of painting across the 

centuries. 

          Outside in the street the sky was all lead criss-crossed by streaks of red thunder. 

  



All you ever write is your memoirs 

 

In my time there was a lot of pure electricity on the evenings of art exhibitions, and fewer 

dinner jackets than extravagant outfits, more luxury than the Grand Prix. You went there to 

be in the know, to be in the know or to give the illusion of being so. You went there after 

the theatre rather than before because, all things considered, the theatre's not much fun, to 

its honour. Fashionable decorative painting back then was worth many decorations, lots of 

mutual thanking. Thank you! On that evening the cute little shepherdess of expensive 

paintings leaned her crook on a humble surprisingly small kitchen table and conducted a lot 

of business. "You'd like a dinner jacket like those people too, Michel. Just get your 

measurements taken in the accounts office. Georgette, show him the prices! So then 

painting's going well . . . I'm the one who sent you Doucet." Nevertheless the old master of 

pictorial meditation who is also the master of sofas deep or not so deep meets (there's no 

doubt about this) his legitimate, separated but not divorced, wife and conquers her again 

with a smile. The lady is "not easy going", as the saying has it, but every woman is the slave of 

masters when they haven't stolen their title. And here is the mistress of the master, the other 

beauty, solitary and abandoned like the Venus de Milo, a mauve smock over a dress of 

pearls. Abandoned to the gaze of barbarians. It's a finale, the end of the last act. As if life 

wasn't divided into acts. I'm playing the last of mine and I'm touching up the previous acts . 

. .   On days when I'm in a good mood I only have the memories I want to have. On other 

days I'm as severe as a clear-seeing Caliban. This tune bites like the sting of remorse. Bite 

yourself, nasty villain, so then I'm writing my memoirs in my bones with my blood. 

 
  



Carnival 

 

Each ruff, each fold in the sleeves was drawn by the artist with an exquisite style. The 

Carnival Pierrots were likewise masterpieces. This happened in a town where the Pont-

Neuf followed the steps of the Trinity. The artist was there in person and his top hat was in 

the same exquisite style. His skull also. He looked at me with a mix of attention and 

affection. For my part I knew the deep problems his glance didn't express. The corpse! The 

corpse of a woman he'd managed to preserve in his Montmartre studio. Oh, the horror of it, 

the power of that curse. He'd managed to give the corpse some life but he couldn't drive 

away the smell, the cadaverous smell. How many Pierrots on the steps of the church of the 

Trinity, on the Pont-Neuf. The organ music still reaches me, even here. 

  



In China    

 

Buttes-Chaumont painted on a screen, it's China. Four Europeans threatened with the 

gallows are politely led every morning to the platform. A rare event. A housekeeper as she 

pours me some coffee looks at me more than the cup; and yet not a single drop falls out of 

place. 

The ambassador of France and the muezzin are rivals in silence and reticence. Everything 

here is neat and tidy just like in Paradise. It's only a façade. 

 

  



Before the war     

 

What a crowd there was on Sunday evenings at those dinner-balls at Les Colonnes! Look at 

the two drinkers who've just got up to dance. The male's bright hat is a pair of wings and the 

lady soars away rustling like a dove. Poor thing, am I going to feel sorry for you? The 

dancer's face proclaims who he is and the dark spaces between the columns say where, across 

the smoky trashed tables, the dancer is leading you. 

  



Confession to the pond or the pond at the back of beyond and the other one 

 

The dragonfly is a blue stroke underlining the heat of midday. It is the conclusion of the 

calm plains. The motionless and moving dragonfly! It changes its place, parallel to the virgin 

sky. It could be, it knows this, the base of the eternal triangle. What a lesson in abstraction 

for the purulent pond! Its trajectory is a fish's but more direct. It glides humbly like the 

mind of a philosophy professor. It doesn't understand the voracious croaking of male frogs 

or the rustling bladders of female frogs. The dragonfly lands on a very small grassblade and 

blends into it. Silence! Silence! 

            Dragonfly, you are my sister. Before us another pond opens with a secret key and, for 

the first time, I see black purgatory. Above a flowerless pond, on a dirty walkway I see a 

useless bishop on a litter: it was me. The innocently white asinine ears of a demon were the 

porter's. The other porter had the profile of that sensual animal, the camel. O abstract and 

serene dragonfly, here I am then in three persons! 

             The dragonfly is a blue stroke underlining the heat of midday. 

  



Folklore 1943 

 

                                    I 

 

Ali Baba or the forty thousand thieves. 

 

                                   II 

 

In full repentance, during Mass he brought me the packet of tobacco he'd just refused me. 

 

                                   III 

 

"No, we don't have any clogs for ladies, but here is a schoolboy's satchel." Straw and string, 

it's quite the thing! 

 

                                    IV 

 

Clogs for ladies! We make them from dead soldiers' winding sheets. Through the stitched-

up cuttings blood flows if there are wounds, and that leaves tracks on the snow. 

 

                                     V 

 

Paradise is a chalk line across the black painting of your life. With the devils we have 

nowadays, are you going to wipe it out? 

 

                                    VI 

 

It's him, it's fire!  The family hearth! It roasts whatever comes close. Yes, it's truly the master 

fire, puffed up, pressing hard as a headache. Brighter! Always brighter! Despite ashes, soot 

and charcoal and smoke. I don't miss an opportunity to forge metal when I'm at home. O 

my good luck, my good luck! The fire sings, it sings, alas, its song is false. I set fire myself to 



the glowing sign to hunt up some game, to ply the wood to boil me in the cook pot. So then, 

how's the fever? The patient's drying out on the rotisserie. We'll have our vengeance. Ah, 

ah! It'll be misanthropy, cruelty, sheer slander, pure calumny. The whole earth will burn! 

Ah, ah! 

  



Wars and America 

 

It's your turn now, American ant-heap. Put on the fancy clothes of nurses, generals and 

lieutenants! The hotels became fantastic offices. What activity in the lifts, in the accounts 

department! On a fine day fingernails of thunder were scraping at the clouds. Tellers made 

mistakes in their additions by millions of tons. Some suicided. Some went mad. Overfilled 

lifts stopped between the floors and no one could start them again. Minds still sparkled 

wondrously with optimism, but more and more it was only singing lessons, squawking in a 

henhouse. They had the bright idea of changing the handles, but no! Each new master 

confronted new lies, a jungle of errors. 

  



The last visit 

 

The old lady! 

She has a black silk shawl; she comes with that limp of hers supporting her muffled laugh 

and speech.  

She appears in the garden, on the slope of the empty garden. 

We thought she was in bed, very ill. 

"Oh well, since the doctor didn't come, I decided to come and visit you. I wanted to 

announce that I died this morning at . . . but I'm lost for words now . . . excuse me . . . If you 

see a flame in a bowl it's not melted wax for candles, it's my soul . . . Yes, yes!" and with a 

laugh, friendly as ever. 

"Good health to all of you! I'm off!" 

  



Metempsychosis and memories 

 

For so many centuries I've lived mostly in my past souls. . . 

 

It's true you shouldn't show any of your personal feelings in the presence of King Louis. An 

avenue of trees worthy of Poussin at Saint-Cloud perhaps or elsewhere . . . Once again I see 

the faces of two enemies just as I happen to break one of those porcelain vases placed on the 

banks where the King walked among Poussin's trees. The King loved those vases. I was 

forbidden so much as to confess my fault or express my regret. Such was the grandeur of the 

King that it was my enemies who were in disgrace, not me. Today they talk of the injustice 

of despots and know nothing of their secrets of state. For so many centuries, living most of 

the time in my past souls, I remember the faces of my two enemies there among Poussin's 

trees better than the face of the just king. 

  



The stars 
 

To God who gives us the stars and enough strength to reach them, the stars of wells, the 

stars of the sky, I dedicate this vision. Now, God, cast your gaze on the street of gentlemen 

in my town. In all seasons I have watched its old balconies that are not so far from the 

pavement. Summer splashes with gold those heavy arched doors that never open. Winter 

darkens their high windows and green curtains. 

To God who gives us resistance, I dedicate the distinguished young people who pass by in 

my vision and in the street of gentlemen. In the eyes of Death and of Fame they are nothing 

any more, not even a face or a name. One had a wide forehead and a scaffold of hair, another 

the worry of knowing things that wrinkle the eyelids, another dragged around a musician's 

long fingers, another carried a businessman's heavy shoulders. There were many of them. 

Only one was very ugly and that one was happy. 

To God who gives us the stars I dedicate the experiences of these men. As a fly teases a 

worker, the naked body of a woman appeared to one, then another, then each of them, and 

love awoke their smiles, the smile of someone who has seen the naked body beneath the 

balconies on the gentlemen's street. One day the ugliest of all became a ghost and hanged 

himself. Poor young people! Now they are very old. They have enormous wrinkles and that 

resignation which isn't Wisdom. Isn't there one at least who has touched a star? Oh, as 

many stars as you like, but Wisdom is a sun. 



Religious Art 

 

I was in Bergen for the winter sports and entered a bazaar. "I would like to bring back a 

small souvenir for some children." An old lady showed me a puppet that walked, spoke 

several languages and undressed: "10,000 marks!" I could only spend ten francs. The 

housekeeper offered me a little skater in silk and white furs. "I would like to know the idea 

young Eskimo children have of Our Lord?" 

    -- I understand, said the young servant, you must inquire instead in Paris, Place Saint-

Sulpice. 

  



To the pilgrims at Emmaus   

 

I don't know who was there. It was one of those bistros where my youth had vanished. A 

white marble table marked the place where the traditional mirror reached the corner of the 

wall and then went on. I was wearing a cheap bowler hat and, through my gaze, I asked the 

sick eye of the Lord (it was him! He resembled Saint John the Baptist more, but truly it was 

him.) "Since You are God and You know everything, tell me when this war will end!" and I 

added, "and who will be the winner." "Should I tell you this so you can go and act the 

prophet on the bar-room circuit?" He said nothing more. Evening fell. There wasn't a single 

drink on the table. 

 

 



from Le Cornet à dés 

 

Nocturne of family hesitations 
 

There are nights that wind up in stations. There are stations that wind up in nights. We've 

crossed a fair few tracks by night. Personally I've had myself pushed around by the outer 

angles of carriages on so many nights: my deltoid muscle still hurts. When you were waiting 

for your older sister or father it all wound up in something you could never admit to: a pair 

of shoes sprayed with bread flour. But I have a brother who's very disagreeable in stations. 

He turns up at the very last moment (he has his principles). Then a suitcase that a servant 

hasn't yet brought has to be reopened. Even at the ticket office he still doesn't know which 

station he should direct his carriage to. He hesitates between Nogent-sur-Marne and Ponts-

de-Cé or other stations. The suitcase is there, already open! He still hasn't bought his ticket 

and the gas lamps are uselessly trying to turn night into day or day into night. There are 

nights that wind up in stations. There are stations that wind up in nights. Ah cursed 

hesitation, you're the one, aren't you, who's ruined me, and in many other places besides 

your waiting rooms, O stations. 

  



Play on the word "Caste". 

 

I reconciled with my mother even though we are not the same caste. In Paris, where nothing 

matters, caste matters. I met old Vernon, a former bar owner my friends and I had ruined 

without any qualms because he was not our caste and I drank a glass of wine with him, 

although he was not of my caste. I remember taking a walk around a town with a courtesan 

who was not my caste and whom the town despised because of her caste, although, as she 

brought life to the town, some of them smiled at her even though she was not of their caste. 

When I reconciled with my mother I scrubbed her parquet floor to humiliate myself with 

the gestures of another caste, but it was soon found out that I had scrubbed it black for I 

don't belong to the caste of scrubbers. This black came from the drops of pitch I spread that 

oozed from the sideboard. I drank a glass of wine at the family table, but standing up, 

because I had scrubbed the parquet floor. 

  



The swan 

(In the essay genre - filled with wit)  

 

The swan is hunted in Germany, the homeland of Lohengrin. It is used as a brand for a 

detachable collar in public urinals. On lakes it is mistaken for flowers and people go into 

raptures about its boat-like shape; moreover, it is mercilessly killed to make it sing. Painting 

would gladly use the swan, but we don't have painting any more. When it has the time to 

change itself into a woman before dying, its flesh is less tough than in the opposite case: 

hunters value it more when this happens. Under the name of eider swans have helped 

eiderdowns. And this hasn't been bad for them. They call men-swans or men-unswans those 

with necks as long as Fénelon, the swan of Cambrai. Etc . . . 

  



The soldier of Marathon 

 

There's a fête at the Asylum for Alienists: the paths of this domain, by night, are invaded by 

a friendly, slightly wary crowd. Here and there they've set up small wooden tables with a 

candle protected by a glass where bonbons are sold. Everything happened correctly up until 

the point when, during the theatrical performance given by the patients, one of them who 

had the role of a sir or lord of some sort threw himself on the ground repeatedly in a 

theatrical pose crying out "I am the soldier of Marathon". Some people with wire cutters had 

to come and bring him back to reality, to the present, to the presences, to the preséances, 

but they didn't dare use a stick because of the present, the presences, the preséances. 

  



Our poor man's pleasures 

 

From here the orchestra is barely the crackling of crickets in the grass. Despite the wooden 

wall this is no arena for bullfights. The amphitheatre is glassed in. It's like a carpenter's 

workshop seen from the street. Democracy is under glass. "Lean out just a little further, lady 

without a hat. If the actors are well to the left and the side, you'll see their brown doublets as 

two bugs at the foot of your bed." So it is along the battlements of a city. So everyone leans 

out who lives right next to precipices: death, poverty and gnawing shame. 

  



American Christometry at 3.50 

 

The black of the window alternated with the white. Nominally and officially it's Sunday, 

but not in the heart of the foreign lady. The white horse crosses the room at a gallop with its 

jewelled legs. There are more spearheads than flags. The foreign lady hidden behind the 

painting leafs through the canvasses. Foreign ladies look sad when they don't speak French. 

They have an intelligent eye but the dresses they wear are too high at the neck. This woman 

here, she says, is the inventor of "Demountable Faith", an article on sale in all countries, 

convenient for transport and for Satan and his residue. The foreign lady will only make use 

of "Demountable Faith" when she can speak French perfectly. For today she is happy to be 

its inventor. 

 

  



Adventure novel  

 

It's true then! I'm stuck here like Philoctetes, abandoned by a boat on an unknown rock 

because I have a sore foot. What's unfortunate is that the sea has snatched my pants. My 

bearings taken, I realise I'm nowhere else but the shores of prudish England. "I'll make no 

delay and find a policeman!"  And one arrives -- a policeman who speaks French. "You don't 

recognise me," he says in French, "I'm the husband of your English maid." There's a reason I 

didn't recognize him. I never had an English maid. He leads me to a nearby village, hiding 

my nudity as best he can under some leaves and branches, and takes me into a tailor's. And 

when I wanted to pay, "No need," he told me. "Secret police funds" or "secret politeness 

funds", I didn't quite understand the word. 

  



The Maecenas' delicate role 

 

On the stairs at the Exhibition there's a big carpet, but on the wall the enormous paintings 

were out of fashion before they were finished. 

On the stairs at the Exhibition there are three small pink hats that are also in the paintings. 

On the stairs at the Exhibition there's a miserly gentleman who has agreed to meet the costs 

of a review and two writers. 

On the stairs at the Exhibition there are many large dogs with white teeth and white eyes. 

At every moment they dream only of devouring you but their master intervenes sometimes. 

He's a Japanese missionary.   

  



Dilettantism before everything 

 

In the curiosity shop frequented by the friends of Anatole France you have to scramble over 

the corners of many chests constantly, faithfully. Everyone is going to take me for an idiot: a 

fat head for an Indian woman . . . Why woman? It is written in blue thread on the heads of 

stuffed elephants repeated to infinity. "You're going to tear the great . . . the great . . . 

aréthusian!" (a type of ana, a type of anana, of anatomist . . .) What gymnastics! And the 

lewd Jew, there, oh, it's written on the Buddhist bibelot chandelier pendants. I will scramble 

everywhere: old goose feathers, broken decanters, period paintings, a fat head for a Hindu 

woman, a fat head for a Hindu woman. How much? I don't dare ask the price. At last the 

goddess smiles, the pretty little ironical head of the benevolent goddess who is too alive to 

be ivory: she was there on the Buddhist bibelot and I hadn't seen her . . . What comes from 

just looking for some old bottles for Paul. 

  



Double life 
 

The castle has two pointy towers and we lie down on the grassy hillock opposite. The 

elderly lady has the appearance of a high altar; the castle steps also look like a high altar and 

here it comes, flying towards us, held aloft by doves.  Next thing this high altar dropped 

some advertising leaflets: Charity Sale. And the lady offered me a leaflet without realizing 

that, by rights, I am more what's sold than the seller, what's bought than the buyer, and the 

beneficiary more than the benefactor. 

  



Moral death 

 

The old man was carrying a glowing flashlight under a large black coat lined with fur; he 

lifted his tear-filled eyes towards the stained glass window. The organ was leading the dead 

away. The stained glass window repeated the seven vertical heavens. It was the harmony of 

all vegetation. Crowned in pearls, without a mitre, the Lord altered the flow of time to 

finish his warnings.  

 

  



A Jewish literary man 

 

The tailor's note is the same as the doctor's; I don't know the shop - only the stairs and the 

man. On the stairs I meet my cousins: What! You're still so young! Despite the quarrel we 

have to go back together. Everyone's at the table, and mother who's enormous signals to 

Pierre to give me a hug. "Oh, with pleasure, my child!" Cousin Berthe is really ugly, but she 

was beautiful before. It's the work! Don't believe it, it's her age. She's never done anything 

but be beautiful. Everyone's face is one of embarrassed silence. I break the silence first: 

"What's the difference between a tailor and a doctor?" Everyone laughs. In my family the 

tailors are doctors and vice versa. We're all speaking Macedonian! On the road to 

Macedonia, I'm holding my little sister's hand in case they're out hunting Jews because too 

many fatted calves are killed in their homes. Here there's no difference any more between a 

tailor and a doctor: a fatted calf gets killed every day. And me, I'm only a poor kindly soul 

whom people see out of habit, even on the road to Macedonia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



In search of a position in society  
 

As, despite the affectionate arm round the shoulder, heavy duty revolvers protect the louis 

d'ors stashed inside waistcoats and the banknotes tossed at the girls, Jerome Paturot 

renounced the café life, despite his intimate relationship with Mac Farlane himself. He 

founded a bank, a joint-stock company for the purchase and distribution of El Greco's 

works to the shareholders, but it was shown to him that paintings have too fluctuating a 

trajectory. There are days when a Raphael wouldn't be worth thirty sous. So he became a 

publisher of catalogues for fashion houses. Now, there, you have to know the literature, for 

you have to establish the library of our stylish dressers. He would have become the merchant 

of the four seasons, but we don't have seasons anymore.  

 

 

 

 

 
 


